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SPONTANIDUS IGIlITIOIl m SLABS WIm FACES AT DIFFEImrG TEI,UT:RATUHES

by

P. C. Bowes and P..H..Thomas

1. UlTRODUCTION

Critical conditions for spontaneous ignition or thermnJ. exp'Los.ion in bodies
generating heat and exposed to surrouiJ.dings at constant unii'onn ter.:w!.V-ture, have
been obtained mathematically by Frank-Kamenetsky (1)( 2) and Chambre U) for bodies
whose sur-race temperature remains equal to the ambient temperature, and by Thomas (4)
for bodies whose ,surface temperature is governed by Newtordan ccoling.

The present note extends the analysis used by the above authors to the
spontaneous ignition of a plane slab, one of .whoae faces is maintained at a constant
high temperature while the other cools to the atmosphere.

Th.e solution of the problem is approrlmate and has been possible only for a
limited range of the variables, but it appears to be adequate for the applications
contemplated. These applications are, primarily, the ignition of fairly thick
layers of duSts on hot surfaces and the ignition of combustible lagging.

A question of more general importance is the relationship between conclitions
for ignition in a given material in different environments. In :~icul=, there
is the possibility of using data relating to the ignition of a slab of material
in oonto.ct with a hot surface to prediot the oonditions for ignition of 0. body of
the, material exposed to a unii'om ambient temperature, and vice ver-sa , This
questio'n is considered in part in this note.

The validity of an approx:iJnation used in the analysis has been assessed by
refereme to experiments on the ignition of wood fibre insulating board.

2. THEORETICAL

2 (i) G<lneral

We consider a plane slab one surface of which is maintained at a constant
tempera1;ure Tp, greater than the atmospheric temperature TO, whiJ.e the other
surface is exposed to the atmosphere and assumes a temperature TS' between Tp
and TO' which depends on the heat balance at the surface.

An exothemic reaction takes place in the material of the slab. It is
assumed that at a.rv point in the slab the rate of the reaction depends solely
on the t:emperature at that point, and that the rate is re1o.ted to the tempernture by
the Arrhenius equation. We then have

_E
q = Qf e"""m' . (1).................. --.

where

q =
Q =
f =
E =
l' =
R =

rate of heat 'evolution per unit mass (caJ/g,Isec),
heat of reaction per gram,
pre-exponentialconstant of Arrhenius equation,
apparent activation ene~ (caJ/mo1),
absolute temperature (OJ< • '
gas constant (caJ/moJ/OJ< •

For heat transfer by conduction, the temperature distribution in the slab
in the steady st:J.te. when the rate of heat generation is equal to the rate of heat
loss to the surroundings, will be given by solution of

••••••••••••••• 0 •••(2)



for the boundary conditions

x = 0,

and.
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x = 2r,

where

= B(Ts - T,,)

= n(Ts - Tp) - H(To - Tp) •••••.••••••••••••~3ii:

x = co-ordino.te normaf, to surface of slab (em) t

I" = semi-thickness of sla)?l! (em),
P = density of slab (glom)),
K = thennaJ.. conductivity of slab (c.g.s e units),
H = overall coefficient of heat transfer be~7een ·slab and

eur-roundanga (c~g.s. writs).

It is required to find the limiting conditions at which a steady state
ceases to erist in the slab and. the temperature rises iitdefini:teJ..y to ignition e .

Following Frank-Kamenetsky, equation (2) and the boundary conditions o.re
put into dimensionless form as follows:-

d 2e = - 6e6
CfZ2

z - 0, e = 0

z = 2, - d e == ·a:6 s - ace o
dz

where z = x
I"

e = E (T - Tp)
RT2

'P E
QfpEz2 --

0 e R Tp= KRT2p

ex: = HI"

K

•••., ...... ' •• "t""q. ~.(5i)

... • 4•• 0'••• " ,. III (I' ••• 0. (5ii)

••• , ;. a 4 1'1_. <) 1Jo •• ('I (Si:ii)

••••• e e w e •• ao •••• (5iv)

...... G ..... o.o ..... ~&.(5v)

•• ., 0 •• t!II 0 0Ci' 1ft • ( S'n)

The definition of the dimensionless temperature, e, is an approx:ilnation that
neglects the second. and higher powers of' (T - Tp)/Tp in the expansion of the
right hand si~ of the identity

E - E ( 1 + T - T'p)-1
RT-=RT -

p Tp
and it is strictly valid only for (T - Tp) « Tp q

However, in lll8.11Y applications for which this analysis is intended (T - Tn)
is of order 0.5 T. The nagrri.tude and effect of the error thereby introduced.!
is considered latEr. The immediate justification for use of the approxdmatLcn
is that, in the region where it ceases to hold, the rate of heat production is
negligible compared rrith the rote :in the region where the approxi..mation is good.

It The semi-thiclmess is Lrrtroduced here for the sake of conformity with the
equations for bodies .in surroun.dings symmetrical.. with respect to temperature.
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'Ihe limiting conditions 'for ignition .illl be determined by the maximum
possible values of the parn.meter 0, for given values of C( and 6 0,

On physical grounds we nay expect the t empera'ture in the slab, in the stieady
state" to have 0. mcxamumj and this will be defined by

d6 =0 when e= em = max'imura,
d z .

TIle solution of equation (4), subject to this condition, is

e = loge A - 2 loge cos1~02A (z - C~ (6)

where .Ii. and C are integration constants, of which A = e Bm

If z ':: Zm when e = em, we have C = zm.

Insert:i.ng the boundary condition (5i) and (6) gives

A = cosh2 (Ct/OA/2)

Differentiating (6) with respect to z,

~~ =-PA tanh[j6/ (z - c~
Combining (8) with (5ii) and (6) we have

..••.••..• ( 7)

00' (8)

where P

- (E..& + 60)
P 20( 2 . CPe . = coshl P .. _)
~ 2=. I{2.OA and 1; = to.nh (p .. 9...p.)

2

.......... (9)

E1.iJninating A between P and (7) we have

whence,

cosh ¥ = P;:[28 ,

.1. p2 1
sinh 9f = (cosh2 ~ - 1)2 = (~ .. 1)"2

Substituting these expre;l0ns in (9) we obto.in, finally

e = p2 - (p +~) [COSh P .. cosh (U
sinh2 P e 20( + ~~•••••••• (10)

In order to proceed further it is neceeaary to introduce restrictions on
the range of some of the quo.ntities in equation (10). TIms, we suppose P is
sufficiently large, and C sufficiently small, for 1; to be unity; this is
justified. later.

Differentiating equation (10) with respect 1;0 P (with ¢ = ',) and equatLng
to zero, we find 0 is a maximum when .

2(1 - P ooth p) (COSh P - cosh (~ + ~~+ ~e -(~+ -~ )

+ (1 - co~~/) P sinh P = 0 (1·1).
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Since
coth P =

we are restricted to values of P lo.!'[~e enough for ~ :: 1, we
1 in (11).

may put

For given va.Iue a of 8
0

and oc, the val.ue of P tihat satisfies equation (11)
can be found by tri::Ll., and the corresponding vuLue of Oc can be obtoined by
inserting the 60, ex: and, P in equation (10). This Ins been done foy: vo.1ues of
<l< between 0.5 and 00 , and 8

0
between --8 and -18; these values be.i.ng chosen

as covering the probable runge that will be encountered in the applications
outlined in the introduction. Culculated vulues of Oc are tabulat,)d in Table 1,
and plotted in Fig. 1 with a logarithmic sca.Le ror-ee , It may be noted that the
lowest value of ~ in the range covered was 0.99 at 8 0 = -10, ex: '" 0.5. It
thus happens that the restriction P = ·1 is not undu.1,y severe fror.l the point of
view of p:roctical application. The runge may: if necessary, be extended down
to about 00 = -4 for high ex:. This may cover ignition in thill layers of
hiflhly reactive materiuls at low hot-surface temperatures.

Vulues of A, 8 m and C have ulso been culcu1ated and are given in 'fable .: .
In the ranges ofa; and 6 0 covered,t/A, and hence 8 m, appears to be Lndepcnderrt
of ex: for given 60 , but decreases as 180' increases. C, which defines the
plane in which 8 = 8m, varies with both 6 0 and ex: •

2 (ii) Value of 0 c "hen ex: '" 0

When II = 0 and, hence, a; - 0 we have, from condition (5ii),

d6=Oatz=2a:z '
i.e. from equation (6)

6 =.6 m at ~ = 2 = C.

Equation (7) then becomes

ifA = cosh oJ2OfA

The maximum value of.f25 for which this equation has a solution is
0.663. Hence,when ex:= 0,

oc = 0.22 and 6m = 1 .19

/) c here is exactly one quarter of the value of Oc for a slab with
both faces at equal fixed temperatures; the present slab ,when a; - 0,
representing one half of the symmetrically heated slab

3 • APPLICATION OF TIlEORY TQ IGNITION EXPERllIIENTS

It follows from the definition of /) ,equation (Sv), thut a plot of loge
(Oc Tn2/r2) vs , 1/T" ',";iJ.l be linear with slope - E/R; and furt:,er, substitution
of equation (1) into the definition of /) provides an expression for the rate
of heat evolution at temperature Tp.

Thus,

= ................... ( 12)

l.!itchcll' s (5) results on the iGnition of fibreboard blocks exposed to
unifom anbiert t.enperc.turcs have been shown to obey the above linear .
relationship \6), and results on the ignition of dust layers on a hot surface
(to be desc:ribed elsewhere) ulso obey it. T" is now the minimum hoti-esurf'ace
temperature, or minimum ambient tempel~ture,·for ignition and is clOse to the
maximum hot surface, or ruJbient, temperature. for a stead,' state.



'LillLE 1 (Pl\RT 1)

IGlU.rION OP SLABS 1'llTH l''J,clS AT DTI'FERll'IG 1'EMPEHA']?1JR]S. CRITICAL COnSTANTS

eo 'P _.Ill
.,

g""V-- ,"' if' ,II' be J7j I AI/' """
... 1

0<- be A , 80 ~ eh1
C~.....

-8 0.5 - - - - -12 0.5 3.411- 5.74 1.015 0.098
1.0 3.33 5.18 1.035 0. 155 1.0 4.59 10.25 1.015 0.074-
2.5 4.16 8.08 1.036 0.124 2.5 5.73 16.00 1.013 0.059
5.0 4.52 9.52 1.035 0.11~ 5.0 6.26 19.00 1.015 0.054-

10.0 4.74 10.55 1.031 0.108 10.0 6.55 20.85 1.014 0.052
20.0 4.85 11.04 1,032 0.106 20.0 6.71 21.87 1.014 0.05 1

00 4.98 11.65 1.032 0.103 00 6.88 23.0 1.015
1.02'l

o, CJJ.9
Mean 1 ou, 1 068 o 06€ Mean 1 01L. o 028

-10 0.5 2.96 4.19 1.022 0.139 -13 0.5 3.68 '6..62 .1.012 0.007
1.0 3.95 7.46 1.022 0.104 1,0 4.91 11. 'tz 1.016 q.066
2.5 4.94 11.65 1.024- 0.083 2.5 6.14 18.3 1.013 0.053
5.0 5.38 13.88 1.020 0.076 5.0 6.69 21.9 1.010 0.04-8

10.0 5.64- 15.28 1.018 0.073 10.0 7.01 24-.0 1.012 0,046
20.0 5.74 16.02 1.022 0.071 20,0 7. 19 25.1 1.014 d.045
00 5'.92 16.80 1,021 0.069 00 7.36 26.4 1.016 0.01,4-

Mean 1 021 1.042 0.041 1.01'" LOZe 0.026

! -11 0.5 3.20 4.93 1.020 0.119 -14 0.5 3.92 7.53 1.010 0.076
1.0 4.26 8.76 1.018 0.089 1.0 5.2~ 13.42 1.012 0.056
2.5 5.33 13.70 1.019 0.071 -2.5 6,54 21.05 1.010 0,045
5.0 5.83 16.35 1.019 0.065 5.0 7.13 25.00 1.009 0,,042

10.0 6.09 17.91 1.018 0.062 10.0 7.48 27.35 1.012 0.040
20.0 6.24 18.8 1.016 51 0.061

_20.0 7.66 28.75 1.010 0,039
00 6.40 19.8 1,018 0.059 00 7.84 30.08 1.011 0,038

Mean 1.018 1.037 0.036 Mean 1.011 1.022 0.022

,*Calculated f'rom mean value of'~



TABLE 1 (PARr rr)

IC;:NTIron 0:&' Sh'.BS \'1I'rn FACES AT DIFFERING TElW'£PJ.TllRES. CRITICAL CONST;JlTS

- ---
8e

0<- p r .JIf II 'It" e ~ .1
Go p. be JA fI~ en> + c ....Ue h1 C 0<--

-15 0,5 4,1{ 8,53 1.010 0.069 -17 0.5 4.66 10.50 1,008 0.05.5
1.0 5.56 15,19 1,010 0,052 1.0 6,21 ·19.00 1.007 0.042
2,5 6.95 2.3,56 1,011 0.041 2,5 7,77 29.70 1,009 0.033
5,11 0 7.61 28,26 1 ~O11 0.038 5,0 8.47 35,4-3 1,007 0,030

10,0 7,94 30,94 1.010 0.036 10.0 8.88 38.84- 1.009 0,029
20.0 8,14 32,50 1,010 0.035 .20,0 9.1 40,65 1.009 0.028
oD 8•.34 34-.12 1,010 0,034- 00 9.32 4-2.66 1,009 0.028

Mean 1 010 Ip021 o 020 Mean 1 008 1 017 o 017.

-16 0.5 4,41 9,63 10 007 0,061 -18 0,5 4-,91 11.89 1,007 0,047
1.0 5,,89 17,06 1,010 0.045 1.0 6,54- 21.15 1,005 0.0.35
2,.5 7,.36 26,60 1,010 0,036 2,5 8.19 33.02 1.009 0.02.~

5.0 8,03 31, j~ 1,009 0.0.33 5.0 8.92 39.28 1.007 0,026
10,0 8,41 .34-.7 1,009 0.032 10.0 9.35 43.15 1.006 ·0.025
20,0 8061 36.50 1.008 0.031 2000 9.58 45.3 1.007 0,024-
~ 8.82 38,38 1.009 0,0.30 00 9.81 47.5 1,006 0,024-

Maar; 1~oo9 1 019 0018 :Mea."l. 1~OO7. 1.011,;, o Oil..

*Calculated from mean value of .,;-;r-
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At the least the t.heory provi.des a linear relationshi!,. based. on a simple
model of the self.·heating process, "'or correlating the resul.ts of ignition
experiments. The t.heory will be of more general interest, as :inclicated in the
introduction, if it can be shown that the va'Iuen of the aotivation energy E
and the rate of heat evolution at a given t enperat.ure q (or .• nore generully,
the product Q f in equation (1) ) yielded by the t.heory are truly characteristic
of a given material and are independent of the conditions under which ignition
experiments are carried out. If this is so, it will be possible to predict
ignition temperatures under "hot surface" conditions from "oven" experiments
and Voice versa. The possibility of this geners.L application of the theory
depends on two considerations ,.- . .

(a) The v:J.1idity of the simple model on which the t.heory is based;
i.e. a rate of reaction depending sol.ely on t.emperabu.re o.nd.
obeying tho Arrhenius equation, and heat transfer b~· conduction.

(b) the error introduced, in the theory for slabs wi.th faces at
differing temperatures, by the appro.ximatLon in the definition of
the. dimensionless temperature, e ~equation 51") ).

In what follows we are primarily concerned with Co). The er-ror is esti.mated
by applying the approxiJnate theory to the results of some ignition exper-lment s
with wood fibreboard, and then making a comparison with a numerLcnJ. i.nteemt io~
of the exact equation (2) appropriate to the conditions of the expertimerrts ,

3 (ii) Experimental.

I,gnition temperatures were determined for ,:we different thicknesses of
wood fireboard, in pieces 6 in. square,_ i.r.> contact w:i:th a horizontaJ. metaJ.
eurf'ace capable of being maintained at any desired tamperature to within ·l':x.:.
A fine thermocoupe was stretohed. across the oentre of the upper face of the
fibreboard.' specimens. The fibreboard was oven dried at '10500 for two hours
in order- to prevent it curling during tests.

If ignition occurred at a given temperature of the hot ai rf'ace , and no
ignition occurred at a temperature 50 lower, then the upper temperature was
regarded as the ign:l.tion temperature.

3 (iii) Results

The experimental results are given in Table 2 together with 'the calculated.
activation energy and rates of heat evolution. Details of the c:J.1culo.ti.ons are
given in Appendix 1. The rate of heat evolution at; 2500C has been ca.Lcu'Lat.ed for
compari.son w.ith earlier results.

TABLE 2

Ignition of wood fibreboard. on hot surfa.oe

Thickness of fibreboard, em.
Ignition temperature, OC.
Indicated temperature of cool surfaoe, CC.
Activation energy, caJ/mol.
Rate of heat evolution. caJ/g/min. at 305CC

at. 275CC
at 250CC

V:J.1ue of product Qf (equation!)

1.27 2.54-
305 275
90 60
27.1300
24.60
. 6.(;4-

1.% 10
1.17 x 10 .
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3 (iv) Tel:lpe:ro.ture distribut ion in stead;! ;s·~d ~.

Assuming that a :Jte::ld~i st.ate ~oL1per:Jb..-,l""f' d..i.strilmtion iG possi1):;'r:. i.n the
fibreboa.rd with the hot surfMe at the :i..(;n:i.. r i on t,(-El!)ernt l.lTt',5 given 1.0- 'I'ab.l.e 2}
certain features of this r.enpera ture Jj.:~tr.ibutl..:.'n:, c: ..nd ::-,'me ':13S0cL"lj'(~d quantLt i.es ,
have been calculated and li sted in Table ") c The val ucs 0 r-e 8bb.ined. quit.e c:iJnply
from equations in section 2 (i); deta.i.l.s ar-e giv",n in Appendax 2.

Since oe varies ro.pidly wi trp= :' at 10','1 ex ~ it is necessary tc cn.::~culnJe~ vri-t;h
fair accuracy. This requires a knowl.edge of the j;empe.ratun) of tbe cooling

.surf'ace , vi..1..ich initially can be calculated onl.y by aasum.ng t}1<'lt; tho 31.'10 of
fibreboard is inert and does not generate heat.,

Where appropriate, the quantities gi'V"en in t.he Tobl,;; for the renor.i"'.7'F.
fibreboard are compared with corresponding quantities ca'Icurnted OIltht: assumptIon
th3.t the f:Lbreboard is inert.

The Table is ee'Lf'-expfanatory except perhaps for t.he ent-ry ca.Ll.ed rrl,!orimUII'l
temperature rise due to 'r~aoti('ln". This is cc.Lcul.at.ed at the- plane in t he GILl·t.
where the temperature .. exceeds, by the greatest amount: ~ the tempemtU;I€: thJt wou.Ld
exist in that plane 1'y virtue of the t.enpertrtnre ~radient: (T s •· Tp )/ 2r ~f' the
fibreboard were inert; the maximum t enperat.ure TIseo a s the var.ue of t.lus excess ,

TABLE;

Steady-sta.te temperature distribution .i,n fibreboar-i

Thickness of s'l.ab , CID.

Temperature of hot surface, ~"
Maximum temperature in slab, OC.
Position of ~nxim~ om.
Temperature gradient. at cool surface, OC/cm.

Reactive
Inert.

Heat nux at cool surface. ca1/sec/on?
Reactive
Inert

Temperature at cool surf'ace , OC ~

React iva
Inerl

0( • Dimensionless.
Reactive
Inert;

Mnx:iJnum temperature ris~ due te· reactdon, OC.
Position of maximum t.empera~ure rise:~ om.

'1.27
.305

305&77
0.04,

··,t97
-'173

27 6" 10~J»; x.
20 '7 x 10",3

~.

9,3
86

1 e SJ+
~ .. GO

29 .
0&3.5

2.54,
275

:275.65
0.08

··98
-85

11 .7 x 10'-3
·10,.2 s: 10-.5

6)
60

3&28
.3~07

26 J0.64

-
n measured from. hot nurface

There are three main points of interest; ax·ising from the datu 'in 'I'ab.Le 3.
F:i.rst, the maximum bemperat.ure is less th~1 1CC 31)0Ve the t eapera.ture of the

hot surface and the naxtmum occurs c.Lose to t.he hot surf'aoe , Second•. t.he heat:
flux at -:je 'cool s'Ul.f~ce due to the r-eactrion, (~.g. 2?,,6 x.1o-3 - 20:7 )C, '10-3 ""~
2.9 x 10 c:a.1/sec/em- f'or: the slab 1.27 em, truok), 13 not.' large compar-ed vr.it},
the total f1.ux~and the ste~.cly state i~ clearly assoc iaced with a re...1.D..tive1.y
small amount of self hea.t.i.ng , Third.,. the value 0fo-;, caf.cukat.ed On the ae suraptLon
that the i'ibreboord is inert~is adequate for p.raotLca.l, purposes.
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It may be noted that as the thickness of the dab is increased, the heat' nux
at the cool surface due to reaction will become an increasing fr:iction of the
total flux andOC, which'will also increase, will be subject to increasing error.
At the same time, however, it is evident from Fig. 1 that, as<X increases,
errors in cc become less important.

3 (v) Integration of exact equation for temperature distribution

For the conditions

T = T at x = 0,
T = T; at x. = r'd T
T = Tm (max:1.JlIUIIl), d'i = 0 ,

the solution of the exact equation (2), obtained by multiplying the equation by .
dT/dx and integrating twice, may be expressed as fol101'{s:-

j T"' TIt1 • s: ~TI7I Tr ~ ~ ~
Ts ({ e--tTdT)~dT +4

1

J4W1~~)T) «r = (~Q.~e""r ) ."'('~
Inserting experimental values of T and values of Till and !rs e.:uculated on

the b.!l.Sis of the approximate equation (4~, the left-hand side of' the a'bove has
been integrated rromerically and the equation solved for the product Qf.. For
the t'wo sets of temperature limits aV:anable from the tests on the two thicknesses
of fibreboard, we· find:- .

Fibreboard 2.5 em. thiok, Q1' =
Fibreboard. 1 .27 ca, tli::i.ck,Qf =

0.93
0.91

10x 1010x 10

TlI\' oaloulated on the basis of the approximate theory, w:iJ~ be subject to
very little error; o.nd, because Tm - Ts is large, the integration of e-EjRT
between these limits is not sensitive to error in the lower limit Ts• Hence,
we ma;r expeot the error in .Qf to be smaJ.J..

Fates of heat evolution at ~iven temperatures calculated from equation (1)
with the mean value of 91' (above) inserted are given in Table 4., where the figures
in bro.ckets are the values obtained previously from equation (12).

TABLE 4

Temperature Rate of heat evolution
OC oaJ/g/min

305 19.80 (24.60~
275 5.30 ~6.64.
250 1.55 1.96

n can be shown that the error, AT, in ignition temperature calc:uluted
from (!iv),. due to an error A (91') in Q1', is given by

2.1 If$ T A(~ ". R T • A(Qf) ~
T Qf(zr '"if" 91'

Since, here, A (cr) = 0.25 x 1010 the error in calculatir.g the ignition
temperature of a block of fibreboard, exposed to a uniform ambient t empera'ture ,
with data obtained from ignition in·conta.ct with a bot surfa.ce, and using the .
approximate theory, will be about 1 per oent OK; i.e. about 40C at temperatures
near 200"0. An error of this order is quite acceptiab'Le for practical purpoees ,



3 (vi) Validity of Model
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. The rate of heat evolution at 250~ calculated for th~ fibreboard used in
these tests is one-f~h of the rate calculated by Thomas ,6) from Mitchell's
ignition results, (5) and the activ::l.tion energy is slip)1tly higher. These
differences may be due to differences in the fibreboard and do not necessar:iJ.y
afford an indication of the validity or otheIWise of the model on whach the theory
is based, or of the possibility of ~lating the two t:,rpes of ignition experiment.

However, rates of heating calculated from Mitchell's ignition exper-imentrs
differ considerablyfrolll rates calculated from his self-heating tests in which
ne ignition occurred ,6}. The reason for these differences is not clear; but
it does not depend on the mathematical anaJ.ysis, and it suggests that the model
may be inadequate. This question is being investigated further experimenta.l..1y.

4. CONJllJSIONS

1. It has been possible to extend the thennaJ. theory of explosion to the
sponbaneous ignition of a slab with one face maintained at a relatively high
temperature, and the other face cooling to the surroundings, for a. limited
though llileful range of the variables involved.

2. Prov.i.ded the simple model of the ignition process on which the theory is
based is valid, it should be possible to-calculate ignition temperatures
for the ignition of a given material, in a unifonn ambient temperature,
with the aid of data obtained from experimental ignition of the material
on a hot surface (and vice versa), to within about 1 per cent (oK); i.e.
about 40C at 2000c.
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APPENDlX 1

Details of calculation of activation energy, etc.

. 1. Properties of wood fibreboa.rd

Density... • .•••• ( ~ ••
Thermal conductivity 7J ••
Emissivity •••

2 • Calculation of or:

...... . ...
• • • • ••

0.23 gjcm3.
1.2 x 10-4 c.g.s. units.
assumed unity.

The :('ibreboard is assumed to be inert so that the heaf flux at the cool
surface is given by the simple conduction equation. With this assumption the

. cool surf'ace temperature is determined by graphica.l solution of the following
equation for the thermal balance at the cool surface:-

where

t p ' t~u to = temperatures of hot surface, cool surface, and
surroundi.ngs respectively, OC.

a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant, o.g.s. units.
ho = conveotive heat transfer ooefficient.

The following expression for he, for horizontal. plates faoing upwards , has
been usedz -

In the above expressions the tempe:re..ture of tpe surroundings was taken as
25OC.

ClC is obtained from

ex: =
•

3 • ~ct i vat:i.on energy

We have

E = 10 (OC~p2)
2.303 R g10 1

(1/Tpb

where the subscripts 1 and. 2 refer to the two thicknesses of fibreboard.

It is necessary, first, to assume a value of E in order t:· calculate 6 0
and so obtadn 0c from Fig. 1. The value of E calculn.ted from the above
equation is then used to correct 6 0 and eo. Further approxil:J.ations may be
made if desired, but will usually be unnecessary since 0c appear-s in the
logaritlms and E is therefore relatively insensitive to systematic errors wOo •

The rate of heat evolution is obtained from equation (12) and converted
to cal/g/mw.



4. Dimensionless qun.ntities

-ii- Appendix 1 (continued)

.,

The values of the dimensionless quarrt Lt Lcs appear-Lng in the c..:ruJ.ysis and
used in these and later ce.Lcul.at Lons "are t.abu.Lat.ed below for the two thicknesses
of fibreboard.

Fibreboa.ro thickness, em. 2.54 1.27

Dimensionless quantity:-
ee 3.1 1.8

eo -11.5 -11.6
/)0 15.8 13.2
P 5.75 5.20
em 0.032 0.032
C 0.062 0.070

,
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APPENDIX 2

Temperature distribution in steagy state

,(a.) Maximum temperature.

t max =' R Tp2 em + Tp ~ OC
E

(b) Position of max:i.mum.

x = r 0, em

(0) Temperature gradient a.t cool surface.

where des is calculated from equation (8) for z = :2.
d z

For inert slab,

..

d t s-d :x:

R T 2 . des= P.
rT dz

, °C/om.

d t s _ t s - t p

d x inert '2 r

(d) Flux '(Fs ) at 0001 surface.

OC/om ..

.-

Fs = -K d t s , oa.1/sec/om2
dx

(e) Temperature of 0001 surface.

Obtained by substituting flux F's in left-hand side of equation ('17)

and. solving for t s graphica1JJ.

(r) . oc for reactive slab.

From boundary oond:!-tion (Sii) we obtain

- ~2 d's:oc(ts - to)
E .I.E

whence

oc = r • d t s
d :x:

(g) Max:imum temperature rise due to reaction.

If the slab were inert the steady- state temperature distri'buti:::'7 ',r:.:ul.6
be linear with gradient

,

Ts - Tp
2 r

If 'll is the ~emperature at x we have

TJ. - Tp = x
T~ - Tp 2 r = ~

Converting to dimensionless form we have

6 1 - z- ~



-ii-

In the ~resence of reaction the bemperrrture,
by equation (6). ~ence

Appendix. 2 (continued)

e ,at x is gi7en

e - 6J. = _ z
'2'

es + loge A - 2 loge cosh ~ (z - C) ••••••••• 0 •••• (18)

•

.
{e

•

This difference is a maximum when

4 + P tanh ~ (z - C) =. 0

For given ,(3s, P and C we solve (19) for z and then obtain

- e1)max by inserting these wlues in (18).

Then (T - Tl)max = R Tp2 (e - 61)max•

E
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